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People associate India with the Taj Mahal, Ganges, wildlife and food, but very few know that India is one of the most spectacular waterfalls. These waterfalls complement the country's diverse flora and fauna. Seeing the water gushing down into the valley and lush jungles in India is really a great sight. Nature and adventure enthusiasts can combine trips to prominent places in
India with a visit to any of these picturesque waterfalls. Shivanasamudra Waterfall Located in Karnataka state and about 130 km from Bangalore, Shivanasamudra Waterfall is easily accessible by road. The drive from Bangalore itself is picturesque overlooking the mountains and greenery on both sides of the road. The waterfall is located along the Kaveri River, and the river breaks
down and falls in two separate places – Gaganachukki and Bharachukki. The fall offers a beautiful view and has an average width of 305 meters (1,001 feet), 98 meters (322 feet) high. The best time to visit is from September to January. Waterfall is full of glory monsoon season (July-September). You can enjoy boating with small round boats (called coracles) that will take you near
the beautiful waterfall. A gusty river, a rocky rock, is the treatment of your eyes. Dudhsagar Falls With a height of 320 meters (1,017 feet) and an average width of 30 meters (100 feet), Dudhsagar Waterfall is located in Goa and is one of the tallest waterfalls in India. A magnificent cascade of white water, Dudhsagar Waterfall is also known as the Milk Sea. The waterfall is about 70
km from Goa Airport. Trekkers have a good chance to hike here. Once you have reached the entrance gate, you need to order a separate jeep (general or private), which will take you further into the fall. The waterfall is a four-tier waterfall located on the Mandovi River and you will be mesmerized by the sheer beauty of the fall and its natural surroundings. Dudhsagar Waterfall
paved its way into the spotlight when the Bollywood film Chennai Express starring Shah Rukh Khan was shot here. The best time to visit from October to January. Athirapally Falls Athirapally Waterfall is located on the Chalakudy River in the Thrissur district of Kerala. It is one of the most beautiful places in southern India. Approximately 38 km from Cochin Airport, Athirapally is the
largest waterfall in Kerala. Over the monsoon (June to August), driving athirapally with lush greenery around is a pleasant experience. After receiving the entrance ticket, walk around the forest, enjoy nature and reach the waterfall. The drop is enormous, with a height of 25 meters (82 feet) and a width of 100 meters (330 feet). This waterfall gained more popularity when the famous
film Bahubali and the Bollywood film Guru were shot here, in which the song Barso Re Megha Megha, attended by Aishwarya Rai Bachhan, was shot here. Athirapally waterfall never dries up, but the best time to visit is from September to January. So get your shoes, walk down the forest path and enjoy Waterfall. Chitrakote Falls Asia is Asia's widest and India's largest waterfall,
Chitrakote Waterfall is also called Niagara Falls in India. Located in the Indian state of Chattisgarh, the waterfall comes from the Indravati River in the Bastar district. You can also visit the ancient temple dedicated to Lord Shiva, which is near the waterfall. During your visit to the fall, you will come across several stalls where locals sell handmade art items called Bastar Art.
Chitrakote Waterfall is 29 meters (95 feet) high and nearly 300 meters (980 feet) wide. The natural beauty of the waterfall is enhanced by the dense jungle surrounding it. You can also climb down the stairs and take a boat ride at the bottom of the waterfall. The view from here is truly breathtaking and picturesque. The best time to visit is from July to October. In winter, the climate
is pleasant, and the water is milky white. Nohkalikai waterfalls Meghalaya state pride and the fourth tallest waterfalls in the world, Nohkalikai Waterfall is located about 05 km from Cherapunjee - one of the wettest places on earth. Nohkalikai Waterfall is the tallest plunge waterfall in India, with a height of 340 meters (1,120 feet) and a width of 23 meters (75 feet) in the evergreen
rainforests of Mount Khasi. Noh Kai Likai means Leic's jump. There is a sad story associated with this place. Legends say that a young mother named Ka Likai had thrown herself through the sediment bordering the waterfall, in her daughter's grief (from a previous marriage) killed by her new husband. Thus, since then the fall has been known as Nohlakikai. The waterfall is a very
beautiful monsoon, when the water marches directly into the pool formed under, making it even more mesmerizing. So the ideal time to visit is the monsoon, when the falls are in full shape. You can also find stairs that will take you to various other viewing points. You can buy wonderful souvenirs at local kiosks around. Get a great view of the great waterfall on your journey. Jog
Falls Located in a dense evergreen forest in shimoga district of Karnataka, jog falls are the second tallest waterfall in India. The nearest international airport is Mangalore, and the nearest local airport is Hubli. That fall is also called Gerosappa Falls or Yoga Falls. During the monsoon, the water level increases, giving a magnificent appearance for the fall with rainbows visible now
and then. The drop height is 253 meters (830 feet), the width is 472 meters (1,549 feet). The waterfall falls straight and does not spread to the rocks. The best time to visit is August-December, because this time is also considered the best flow of the season. It also operates one of the largest hydropower plants in India. Mallalli Waterfalls Stunning milky-white waters hitting against
rugped rocks in Mallalli Falls are west of ghats at the foot of the Coorg district hill ranges. The waterfalls originated from the Kumaradhara River at 200 feet in two steps. From Mallalli falls the river continues and merges with the Netravati River and later meets the Arabian Sea mangalore. You will experience lush green mountains and steep valleys. Trekkers also have the
opportunity to hike around the beautiful hills of Mallalli Falls. The best time to visit is from July to December, when the water level is higher. The nearest international airport is Mangalore, and the closet local airport is Mysuru. Jay Kajaria is founder of Bespoke India Holidays. Bespoke India Holidays is an award-winning company that specializes in creating luxury trips to India and
the subcontinuant. If you want to be a guest blogger on a luxury travel blog to increase your profile, please contact us. Related posts on the Top 10 Best Indian Waterfalls page, where we rank and share our favorite waterfall experiences at Indian Subcontinent. While we had to really scrap the idea of this list of waterfalls, it included correct sampling of the Subcontinent that not
many foreign visits get experience. And when it comes to the waterfall in this region, it doesn't get much bolder than this! Where does this waterfall live on our Top 10 Indian Waterfalls list? While I personally think we could use the trip back to India to experience more of our hidden treasures, have to look at our current sampling of Indian waterfalls that we have visited and
submitted write-ups so far. This should give you an insight into what other waterfalls we came to know in a country that can't be done on this particular list. I really know that, as I reflected back on our journey here, I really have a great desire to come back and experience the authentic side of the country that only waterfall activity can bring. So without further noise, here is a list of
our favorite waterfalls in India in reverse order ... Palaruvi Falls We feature waterfalls with a handful of reported Ayurvedic properties on this list. But this may very well have the highest drop of those that we have encountered. Said to drop about 91m, its geology could also have something to do with the relatively quiet experience of this waterfall. In fact, we saw evidence of a
waterfall that prevented swimming in the shadow base. Nevertheless, this border waterfall in Kerala (near Tamil Nadu) led to one of the relaxing and peaceful experiences we had on the Indian subcontinue. And that is why we had to recognise this by submitting this list. Visit this waterfall kutralam Five Falls This waterfall is probably the best reflection of its name more than any
other that we have encountered in India. As you can see from the photo, there really existed a waterfall of five segments, allowing people to freely soak and get some of the arranging healing properties that water could have. Apparently not a whole lot foreign tourists knew about this area, because we really stood out among the many people who were here. After getting through
the initial inconvenience, we quite enjoyed the experience, like everyone else. And we found that it is memorable enough to place this place in the Top 10 Best Indian Waterfalls list. Visit this waterfall sathodi falls next from the off-the-beaten-path waterfalls on this list, we went quite deep into the state of Western Ghats Karnataka to visit this classic-shaped rectangular beauty.
Located near kodasalli dam, the adventures even make it a trailhead to set the tone that we really went to in a relatively non-material area as far as foreign visitors were concerned. But such a gem, as it showed over and over again, that sometimes effortlessly and adventurous make the experience as much as an attraction itself. So with that we had to add this waterfall to the list of
our favorites in India. Visit this waterfall magod falls next from the waterfalls on this list from Karnataka state, it was also one of the largest. Located deep in the Western Ghats, in what seemed like quite wild and less developed parts of India, we really had to forget almost exclusively ourselves. In a country where so many other places have been crowded with people, it has made
the experience relaxing, as well as allowing us to reflect on the scene before us. In fact, such an experience forces us to find more similar hidden gems. And with such powerful memories we had no problem placing this great in our list of the top 10 Indian waterfalls. Visit this waterfall at Athirappilly Falls This wide waterfall has allowed us to experience in many ways. Not only do we
have to walk along the footpath that monkeys visit to the base of the waterfall, but we also took another path to its doorstep. We even got a front view of the falls (as shown in the photo above) from the rather luxurious Rainforest Hotel, which made the experience very memorable. While we've seen in the literature this waterfall completely spate during the monsoon, our personal
experience shortly after the rainy season is still pleasing to us. In fact, we felt as if India had shown its best self in a natural environment like this. And so this waterfall deserves a place to smack in the middle of this list of our favorites. Visit this waterfall !!! Subscribe to the waterfall newsletter and get more waterfall !!! Courtallam Main Falls In all Ayurvedic waterfalls, this was
supposed to be by far the most popular! We have not only seen hundreds (maybe thousands) of people finding ways to bathe, soak or even wash clothes in their herbs in rich waters. But they even had quite an atmosphere and going on the front of the market waterfall full of stands and a Hindu temple. In addition, as you can see from the photo above, the waterfall itself really
delighted us visually, even if the whole experience led to all our other senses. It seemed that such a convergence of the waterfall and culture could only happen here in southern India. And we were glad to have gone out of our way to experience this place for ourselves – so much so that we put this beauty past the halfway point of this top 10 indian list of best waterfalls. Visit this
waterfall dudhsagar falls Means the milk sea is probably due to India's respect for cows, as well as its white appearance, this majestic waterfall seemed to take on different personalities depending on its water flow. We managed to experience this fall after the Monsoon season, which meant we were able to make a 4wd excursion so we could get to the base. Perhaps, during the
monsoons, the only way to witness this waterfall would be from a train running along an arched bridge passing directly through this 306m waterfall. I still hope for an opportunity to increase the view of this waterfall. However, until that happens, we still have enough content with the overall experience to make this in the top half of our Top 10 list of India's best waterfalls. Visit this
waterfall nohkalikai waterfall found in a seemingly forgotten corner of India (almost aborted bangladesh), this waterfall has often been associated with being one of the tallest waterfalls in the world. While we usually don't put much weight into such claims, it certainly has a case where you think only waterfalls with the highest vertical plunges. While we saw claims that it had a 300m
dive, as you can see in the photo, we found that a larger appeal is his dramatic place. And when you think that this part of the subcontinent tends to get more than its share of rain, you have what can be a bon-a-fide waterfall attraction. So we had to add this remote beauty to our List of Indian Favorites. Visit this waterfall Jog Falls Perhaps the most famous waterfall in India, we
really felt that it carried the weight of expectations more than any other waterfall on this list. And we've learned over the years that expectations can be dangerous. Although this waterfall tended to flood the literature with huge water walls through its 253m sediments, as you can see in the photo above, it lagged slightly behind its high expectations. We think this waterfall has had so
many opportunities for greatness (not to mention the top spot on this list and some of our other lists), but we have to go back when it has better traffic to re-evaluate. Meanwhile, this waterfall was still good enough to almost top this list of Top 10 Best India waterfalls, despite its hydropower plants being damaged by the state. Visit this waterfall in Unchalli Falls Surprising for both
Julie and I, this waterfall just edged out the famous Jog Falls under the margins of the thinnest. As you can see from the photo, this waterfall had an unusual shape, size and unregulated flow, as it should be. In addition, our visit coincided with an almost perfect time, because we saw a bright rainbow through its misty base. It really felt like they had just started building some kind of
tourism infrastructure to visit here more conveniently, as well as more pleasant. And perhaps the most useful circumstances for us are how we have to enjoy this place without the crowd. So, given all the positive vibes we have with this waterfall, it may be a little controversial to put this waterfall in front of Jog Falls. However, we stick with this solution until our personal experience
of the future journey shows otherwise... Visit this waterfall Waterfall newsletter is the place where we curating a large number of information waterfalls on the world's website and deliver it to you in bite-sized pieces in your email inbox. You will also receive exclusive content such as... Waterfall Wednesdays Insider Tips User provided waterfall write-up of the month and news and
updates both through the site as well as around the wonderful world waterfalls subscribe to waterfall news and give me waterfall wednesdays! Johnny Cheng is the founder of the Waterfall World and author of the award-winning New Zealand Cry waterfalls. Over the past 2 decades, he has visited thousands of waterfalls in more than 40 countries around the world and nearly 40
US states. Read more about Johnny | Guide to New Zealand waterfalls. Waterfalls.
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